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DC’s Growing Prosperity Is Not Reaching Black Residents, Census Data Show
By Ed Lazere
The District’s long-term success depends on ensuring that everyone has economic opportunity and the
chance to succeed. Yet new income and poverty data from the Census Bureau tell us while many District
residents are benefitting from DC’s strong economy, many Black residents are still struggling to make ends
meet and are not sharing in our city’s rising prosperity. The District must do more to break down economic
barriers faced by people of color and support families in building a secure future for their children.
Overall, median household income in the District rose last year, continuing a 10-year trend. The median
household income is now $82,400, which means that half of all DC households have incomes above this
level and half have incomes below it. The increase in median household income is a sign that many DC
families are doing better as the city creates more jobs and wages rise.
But a closer look shows that DC’s growing prosperity is
not evenly shared: while the median income for white
households has increased significantly over the last decade,
the median income for Black households hasn’t budged.
Black median household income in DC– now around
$42,000—is less than a third of the white median
household income of $134,000. The lack of progress for
Black households in a growing economy is a sign that the
District is not doing enough to remove barriers to
economic opportunity for Black residents, like hiring
discrimination, under-funded schools, and insufficient
affordable housing.
The latest Census statistics also tell us that the share of
residents living in poverty has decreased. In 2017 nearly
110,000 residents, or 16.6 percent of residents, had
incomes below $25,100 for a family of 4. That means
10,000 fewer residents are living in poverty compared to
the year before. While that’s good news—and likely due to
a growing economy and recent increases in DC’s
minimum wage—our poverty rate is no lower than it was in 2007, prior to the Great Recession. This means
that poverty has come down after rising sharply in the Great Recession, but we haven’t made long-term
progress in reducing poverty. And, our youngest residents are among those most likely to be living in
poverty, with 26 percent of DC children growing up in families working hard to make ends meet. The vast
majority of children living in poverty are children of color.
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These are signs that the legacy of racism and
current barriers facing residents of color—in
our workforce, schools, housing, and more—
continue to prevent too many residents from
being part of our city’s growing prosperity.
We can and should do more to expand
opportunity and make it easier for DC
residents to build a secure future. That
includes things like ensuring that economic
development leads to high-quality jobs that go
to DC residents. It also will take increased
investments in affordable housing so that
households facing severe rent burden have
greater stability and a safe place to live. And,
increasing resources for schools will allow us
to prepare all students for the successful future they deserve.
With these increased investments, more DC residents will be able to benefit from our city’s growing
prosperity.
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